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Apartment

39 m²

5/5

1

2

2018

For rent

2 800 PLN
71 PLN / m²

Offer no: 140316

WŁOCHY, RAKÓW, WAGONOWA
Wagonowa | 1 sypialnia | Wygodny rozkład | Widne
COMFORTABLE APARTMENT IN THE HEART OF RAKÓW
Top floor | Bright apartment | Convenient layout |
********
ROOM LAYOUT AND STANDARD:
The apartment consists of:
* living room with kitchenette,
* bedroom,
* bathroom,
* entrance hall,
* balcony.
A balcony with an area of 7m2 and a lot of storage space are two, big advantages of this apartment.
Bright colors and exposure to the south-east make the interiors well lit.
BUILDING DESCRIPTION AND LOCATION:
The apartment is located in the new Bakalarska Apartments investment.

It is a modern housing estate with low buildings, elegant design and full infrastructure needed for everyday life.
In the immediate vicinity there are other residential buildings and many service points, thanks to which it is very comfortable to live in this area.
Thanks to its location, Raków is a great place for people who appreciate good access to the city center but who like life away from the hustle and bustle of the
city.
The location on the border of the Ochota and Włochy districts means that we can reach the center in just 15 minutes by tram.
The proximity of the airport. Fryderyk Chopin makes this place perfect for people who often travel by plane.
In the adjacent Nowy Raków estate there are several grocery stores, a bakery, a dentist and an aesthetic medicine clinic.
In the immediate vicinity we can find following shopping destinations: Lidl, Biedronka, Rossmann, Łopuszańska 22 Shopping Center.
The nearest park is Szczęśliwicki Park, which offers a ski lift during winter and a newly opened complex of outdoor swimming pool during the summer.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
Administrative fee and parking space are included in the rental price.
Electricity and excessive water and heating consumption are payable additionally.
Internet and TV subscription on the tenant’s side.
Deposit: the equivalent of 1 month’s rent.
Lease for a minimum of one year.
Available immediately.
I kindly invite you to the presentation.
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